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Lunch and Learn Leadership Skills Workshop 

Public Speaking 
Facilitator Notes 

 
Workshop Objectives 
 
Participants will: 

 Build confidence in speaking publicly 

 Practice body language and vocal delivery 

 Practice giving an impromptu speech using the “5 Magic Phrases” technique 
 
 

Workshop Outline 
 

Time Activities 

8 minutes Intro to course themes and objectives 

 Welcome and Workshop Objectives 

3 minutes Check in: Measuring comfort with public speaking, and 
identifying fears 

 Large group discussion 

7 minutes Tips on speech presentation 

 Vocal delivery: pitch, pace, volume and tone 

 Body language: posture, gestures, movement, facial 

expression, eye contact 

 Large group practice: Starting posture 

5 minutes What is the purpose of the speech? 

 3 elements of a strong purpose: thoughts, feelings, and 

actions 

14 minutes Skill Development: Giving an impromptu speech using 
Five Magic Phrases 

 Task sheet and practice speeches in pairs 

3 minutes Wrap up  
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Workshop Set Up and Preparation 
 
 

Supplies & Equipment 

 Lap-top, LCD projector, screen 

 Power point on lap-top or memory stick  

 1 non-toxic, low scent flip chart marker per participant and facilitator (blue and 

black) 

 One flip chart stand and 1 pad of flipchart paper 

 Several pads of large sticky notes 

 Masking tape 

 

Room Preparation 

 Room set up: Tables with 4-6 people each, preferably round tables 

 Prepare flip chart pages (see below)   

 On each table: one pen per participant, several pads of large sticky notes 

 

Preparation for Session  

 Queue: PowerPoint slides  

 

 Flipchart: Two flip chart papers prepared as follows: 

o “Worst Fears” 

o Title: “WEDDING”. Subheadings: “Thoughts” “Feelings” “Actions” 

 

 Handouts: One Task Sheet per participant. One Tip Sheet per participant. 
Have them ready to distribute but don’t hand them out yet. 

 

 Facilitator Materials: Go through the facilitator materials carefully and 
highlight everything that you want to say or emphasize. This will make it 
easier to keep your place and not forget what you need to say while 
facilitating. 
 

 Statement of Respect: Designate two people to deal with harassment or 
discrimination. One of those people should identify as female. 
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Detailed Facilitator Notes 
40 MINUTES 

 
1 Welcome and Introduction to Course Themes (8 minutes) 

 
Set Up: Put the “Course Objectives” PowerPoint slide on the screen.  

 
1.1 Facilitator introduction (2 minutes) 

 Introduce yourself as facilitator: say your name, where you work and 

your interest in this course. Be very brief. 

 Read the Statement of Respect: 

 

Statement of Respect 
Harassment or discrimination of any kind will not be tolerated at 

OPSEU functions. 
 
Whenever OPSEU members gather, we welcome all peoples of the 
world. We will not accept any unwelcoming words, actions or 
behaviours against our union members. 
 
We accord respect to all persons, regardless of age, political 
affiliation, including people of colour, women, men, First Nations, 
Métis and Inuit peoples, members of ethno-racial groups, people with 
disabilities, gays, lesbians, bisexual, transgender/transsexual people, 
and gender diverse persons, francophones and all persons whose first 
language is not English. 
 
In our diversity we will build solidarity as union members. 
 
If you believe that you are being harassed or discriminated against 

contact                                   (specify names) * for immediate 

assistance.  [STOP READING HERE.] 
 
* It is the event coordinator’s responsibility to designate at least two qualified 
persons. The names and phones numbers of such persons must be listed. One of 
the designated members shall be female. 
 

Revised September 2013 
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1.2 Participant Introductions (4 minutes) 

 Ask participants to introduce themselves to the class by giving their 

name, where they work, and why they are interested in this workshop. 

 If you have a large group (more than 15 people), you can have them 

do this in table groups. In that case, tell them they have a few minutes 

to introduce themselves to each other. After three or four minutes, ask 

them to wrap it up. 

 

1.3 Workshop introduction (2 minutes) 

 Introduce the topic of the workshop – Public Speaking. 

 Explain that we have a very short period of time, so we are going to 

focus on three workshop objectives today. Participants will: 

 Build confidence in speaking publicly 

 Practice body language and vocal delivery 

 Practice giving an impromptu speech using the “5 Magic 

Phrases” technique 

 

 

2 Opening Activity: Check in - measuring comfort with public 

speaking (3 minutes) 

 
Set up: One flipchart page titled “Worst Fears” hanging on the wall and a marker 
for the facilitator.  

 
2.1 Sticky Note activity (3 minutes): 

 Tell participants that you want to get a feel for their comfort level with 

public speaking.  Ask the group for a show of hands of people who feel 

perfectly comfortable speaking publicly.  

 Ask participants to write on a sticky note the worst thing that could 

happen when they are public speaking?  What is your worst fear?  Then 

to post it on the flipchart page titled “Worst Fear”. Tell them they have 

one minute to do this. 

 Read their sticky notes out loud.  Then let them know that we are going 

to try to address some of these fears by learning some delivery tips, as 

well as some  tricks for giving impromptu speeches. 
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3 Tips on Speech Presentation (7 minutes) 

 
Set Up: PowerPoint slides queued for “Vocal Delivery” and “Body Language”.   
 
3.1 Vocal Delivery (3 minutes): 

 Say that we are going to go over some presentation tips now, and that 

we will practice one of them together. 

 Show the Vocal Delivery PowerPoint slide. 

 Tell participants that how we use our voice while public speaking is 

very important. There are four elements to how we use our voice, and 

it’s good to make sure we vary all of these elements throughout our 

speech: 

 VOLUME – Make sure you are loud enough that everyone can 

hear you.  Vary your volume throughout your speech at 

appropriate times. 

 PITCH – Some people have high voices, some people have low 

voices, but we all have a range of pitches in our vocal range. 

Make sure you vary your pitch so you are not speaking in a 

monotone. 

 PACE – Make sure you are not speaking too quickly for people to 

understand you. Otherwise, you can vary your pace throughout 

your speech when appropriate. 

 TONE – This is the mood you set. Make sure your tone is 

appropriate to the subject matter – e.g. don’t have a light and 

cheerful voice when talking about a tragedy. 

 

3.2 Body Language (4 minutes): 

 Move to the next PowerPoint slide on Body Language. 

 Tell participants that this is what we will practice once we go through 

these points.  Move quickly through the points. 

 Say: Body Language communicates 55% of our message - more than 

our words and our vocal tones combined.  These are some body 

language tips to keep in mind: 

 POSTURE – Think of a good “home base” position for you, where 

you are standing or sitting aligned and your hands are in a natural 

place. Some people recommend standing straight with hands 
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uncrossed on or near your stomach. (Demonstrate this position 

yourself.) 

 GESTURES – Try not to use “closed” gestures like crossed arms 

or folded hands. They seem defensive. Use gestures to 

emphasize your points. 

 MOVEMENT – Move around when you speak – don’t stand stock 

still. You can walk if you like, and move your body in one place.  

Then you can return to your “home position” posture when you 

need to. 

 FACIAL EXPRESSIONS – Don’t “freeze” your face – keep it 

natural, and appropriate to the situation (e.g. no smiling when 

giving bad news). 

 EYE CONTACT – Make brief eye contact with various people in 

the room and move on. Don’t fixate on one person – it’s 

unnerving for that person and makes everyone else feel ignored. 

Also, don’t look past everyone, or that might make people feel 

ignored too. 

 Ask everyone to practice finding their “Home Position” posture for 

a minute.  Tell them they can choose whether to stand or sit doing this 

(in order to accommodate anyone who might have mobility issues). 

Move this along quickly. 

 Say that we will now move on and figure out how to develop the content 

of our speech. 

 

 
4 Purpose of the Speech (5 minutes) 

 
Set up: PowerPoint slide for “Purpose of the Speech” queued. Flip chart page titled 
“WEDDING” with subheadings: “Thought,” “Feeling”, “Action” on it. 
 
4.1 Introduction to Purpose of the Speech (1 minute) 

 Show the PowerPoint slide, “Purpose of the Speech”. 

 Tell the group that there are three things they need to keep in mind 

when deciding what to say to our audience.  We need to decide what 

we want them to think, what we want them to feel, and what we 

want them to do after we speak to them. 
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4.2 Large group discussion (4 minutes) 

 Ask the group to imagine they have to give a speech at a wedding 

reception. 

 Ask for answers to the following questions and write them down on 

the flipchart as they answer them (1 minute per question): 

 What do you want them to think? (Possible answers: Think about 

the bride and groom, wish them well, etc.) 

 What do you want them to feel? (Possible answers: Love for the 

couple; happiness; entertained) 

 What do you want them to do? (Possible answers: Raise a toast; 

cheer; sing) 

 

 

5 Skill development: Giving an Impromptu Speech (14 minutes) 

 
Set up: Hand out the Task Sheet.  PowerPoint slides on “Magic Phrases” queued. 
Task sheets from Participant Materials handy. Pens for each person.  
 
5.1 Introduction to Five Magic Phrases (4 minutes) 

 Hand out the task sheet: Five Magic Phrases. 

 Say that we’re now going to talk about how to figure out what we’re 

going to say in our speech.  

 Introduce the “Five Magic Phrases” concept – a handy prompter to 

figure out what we will say.  

 Show the “Five Magic Phrases for Impromptu Speeches” slide. 

 Say that these are five things in your basic speech: 

 Greet your audience 

 State the event, why you’re there 

 Establish common ground with your audience 

 Tell them why you’re the one speaking to them 

 Tell them what you want them to do. 

 Show the “5 Magic Phrases: Lead-in Lines” slide. 

 Say: these are some great lead-in lines you can use for each of these 

five parts of your speech. (Go through each example quickly.) 
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5.2 Task Sheet: 5 Magic Phrases (7 minutes) 

 Ask people to look at their Five Magic Phrases task sheet.  Tell 

them that they will each have five minutes to compose a very short 

impromptu speech using those phrases.  Everyone will compose their 

own short speech.  The speech should be no more than one minute 

long. 

 Walk around the room and help where needed.  

 Give a one minute warning before time is up and ask them to wrap it 

up. 

 

Five Magic Phrases 
Task Sheet 

Situation: 
You are at your local’s General Membership Meeting, where a motion has come to the 
floor to spend $1,000 on a social event for members of the local and their families.  You 
would like to speak to this motion.  (You can take any stand on the motion that you like.) 
 
On your own: Using the Five Magic Phrase prompts below as lead-in lines, write a 
one-minute (no longer) speech that you would like to make at the mic. You have five 
minutes to write your speech below. 
 
1. Greeting: “Good…________________________________________________ 
 
2. State the event: “As we all know… ___________________________________ 
 
3. Establish common ground: “We all… ________________________________ 
 
4. Who are you and why are you speaking: “I’ve… _______________________ 
 
5. Call for action: “So let’s all… _______________________________________ 
 
With a partner: Deliver your speeches to each other, paying attention to your vocal 
delivery and body language. You have three minutes to deliver your speeches to each 
other. 

 
5.3 Impromptu Speech Delivery (3 minutes) 

 Ask the class to pair up and deliver the one minute speeches they’ve 

just written to each other, paying attention to their vocal delivery and 

body language. 

 At the end of three minutes, call time and ask them to be seated if they 

are standing. 
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6 Wrap Up (3 minutes) 

 
Set up: Public Speaking Tip Sheet from Participant Materials handy.  “Worst 
Fears” flipchart page with answers from class on it.  Leadership Skills Workshop 
Schedule handy. 
 
6.1 Have their “Worst Fears” been addressed?(2 minutes) 

 Ask participants to look at the “Worst Fears” flipchart again and ask 

them whether their worst fears have been addressed.  Ask for a couple 

of comments.  

 
6.2 Hand out the Public Speaking Tip Sheet  for future reference. 

 

6.3 Thank participants for coming to the workshop and for their participation. 


